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In type 2 diabetes (T2D), hepatic insulin resistance is strongly associated with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). In this study, we hypothesized that the DNA methylome of livers from patients with T2D compared with livers of individuals with normal plasma glucose levels can unveil some mechanism of hepatic insulin resistance that could link to NAFLD. Using DNA methylome and transcriptome analyses of livers from obese individuals, we found that hypomethylation at a CpG site in PDGFA (encoding platelet-derived growth factor alpha) and PDGFA overexpression are both associated with increased T2D risk, hyperinsulinemia, increased insulin resistance, and increased steatohepatitis risk. Genetic risk score studies and human cell modeling pointed to a causative effect of high insulin levels on PDGFA CpG site hypomethylation, PDGFA overexpression, and increased PDGF-AA secretion from the liver. We found that PDGF-AA secretion further stimulates its own expression through protein kinase C activity and contributes to insulin resistance through decreased expression of insulin receptor substrate 1 and of insulin receptor. Importantly, hepatocyte insulin sensitivity can be restored by PDGF-AA-blocking antibodies, PDGF receptor inhibitors, and by metformin, opening therapeutic avenues. Therefore, in the liver of obese patients with T2D, the increased PDGF-AA signaling contributes to insulin resistance, opening new therapeutic avenues against T2D and possibly NAFLD.

In type 2 diabetes (T2D), hepatic insulin resistance is a major contributor of fasting and postprandial hyperglycemia. Although intrahepatic increased lipids and chronic elevated plasma insulin have been incriminated, the intracellular molecular mechanism that accounts for the impaired insulin signaling in livers of patients with T2D is still incompletely understood. Moreover, in T2D, hepatic
insulin resistance is strongly associated with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) (1), suggesting that the mechanisms leading to hepatic insulin resistance contribute to the development of NAFLD, and conversely. Genome-wide association studies (GWASs) and related metabolic traits have identified many loci associated with the risk of T2D (2). However, these loci only explain 15% of T2D inheritance, and GWASs have opened limited insights into the pathophysiology of T2D, including hepatic insulin resistance (2). Several DNA methylome-wide association studies have identified candidate genes possibly involved in metabolic dysfunction of the adipose tissue, skeletal muscle, and liver in obesity and T2D (3–7). Further, epigenetic analyses of livers from obese individuals with diabetes have enabled the identification of altered expression in genes involved in glucose and lipid metabolism (3). So far, the causality of such dysregulation in the development of liver insulin resistance has not been determined.

In this study, we hypothesized that analysis of the DNA methylome of livers from patients with T2D compared with livers of individuals with normal plasma glucose levels can unveil key players of hepatic insulin resistance in response to a diabetogenic environment. Our DNA methylome- and transcriptome-wide association analyses for T2D in liver samples from obese subjects identified a reduced methylation of a CpG site within the platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) A gene (PDGFA), which was correlated with an increase in PDGFA mRNA. PDGFA encodes a protein forming a PDGF-AA homodimer that is known as a liver fibrosis factor when overexpressed in the liver (8). We found that the rise of liver PDGFA is associated not only with increased T2D risk but also with increased nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) risk, elevated fasting plasma insulin, and insulin resistance. The increased PDGFA expression and PDGFA-AA protein levels were reproduced in human hepatocytes made insulin resistant by long-term insulin incubation and were present in the liver of insulin-resistant rodents. Furthermore, using human hepatocytes, we have demonstrated that PDGFA-AA overexpression perpetuated hepatocyte insulin resistance in an autocrine feed-forward loop mechanism, providing novel insights into the mechanism possibly linking hepatic insulin resistance and NAFLD in diabetes-associated obesity.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
Discovery Study
Liver biopsy specimens were collected by surgery of 192 obese subjects in France. Subjects included in the discovery study were participants of the ABOS (Atlas Biologique de l’Obésité Sévère) cohort (clinicaltrials.gov, NCT01129297) including 750 morbidly obese subjects whose several tissues were collected during bariatric surgery (9). All subjects were unrelated, women, older than 35 years of age, of European origin verified by principal component analysis (PCA) using single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) on the Metabochip array, nonsmokers, nondrinkers, without a history of hepatitis, and without indications of liver damage in serological analysis (aspartate aminotransferase and alanine aminotransferase levels within normal reference ranges). However, we observed a significant increase in aspartate aminotransferase and alanine aminotransferase concentrations in patients with T2D compared with control subjects (Supplementary Table 1). Overall, 96 case subjects with T2D and 96 normoglycemic participants were selected. Normoglycemia and T2D were defined using the World Health Organization/International Diabetes Federation 2006 criteria (normoglycemia: fasting plasma glucose <6.1 mmol/L or 2-h plasma glucose <7.8 mmol/L; T2D: fasting plasma glucose ≥7 mmol/L or 2-h plasma glucose ≥11 mmol/L). For calculation of intermediate metabolic traits (updated HOMA model [HOMA2] for insulin resistance and β-cell function indexes), see the Supplementary Data. All procedures were approved by local ethics committees, and each participant of the ABOS cohort signed an informed consent. The main clinical characteristics are presented in Supplementary Table 1.

Replication Study
The replication study was based on in silico data of liver samples analyzed by the Infinium HumanMethylation450 BeadChip (Illumina, San Diego, CA), as previously reported (10). Clinical characteristics are reported in Supplementary Table 2. All patients provided written, informed consent. The study protocol was approved by the Ethikkommission der Medizinischen Fakultät der Universität Kiel (D425/07, A111/99) before the beginning of the study. Liver samples were obtained percutaneously from subjects undergoing liver biopsy for suspected NAFLD or intraoperatively for assessment of liver histology. Normal control samples were from samples obtained for exclusion of liver malignancy during major oncological surgery. Patients with evidence of viral hepatitis, hemochromatosis, or alcohol consumption greater than 20 g/day for women and 30 g/day for men were excluded. None of the normal control subjects underwent preoperative chemotherapy, and liver histology demonstrated absence of cirrhosis and malignancy. A percutaneous follow-up biopsy specimen was obtained in consenting bariatric patients 5–9 months after surgery. Biopsy samples were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen, ensuring an ex vivo time of less than 40 s in all cases.

Genome-Wide Analysis of DNA Methylation
The genome-wide analysis of DNA methylation was performed using the Infinium HumanMethylation450 BeadChip, which interrogates 482,421 CpG sites and 3,091 non-CpG sites covering 21,231 genes in the Reference Sequence database (11). We used 500 ng DNA from liver tissue for bisulfate conversion using the EZ DNA Methylation Kit D5001 (Zymo Research, Orange, CA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Details of the procedure are provided in the Supplementary Data.

SNP Genotyping, Ethnic Characterization, and Genetic Risk Score
SNP genotyping was performed with Metabochip DNA arrays (custom iSelect-Illumina genotyping arrays) using
the Illumina HiScan technology and GenomeStudio software (Illumina) (12). We selected SNPs with a call rate ≥95% and with no departures from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium \( (P > 10^{-4}) \). A principal component analysis (PCA) was performed in a combined data set involving the 192 patients plus 272 subjects from the publicly available HapMap project database. Genotype calls at the 106,470 SNPs present on the Metabochip were available for these 272 subjects, comprising 87 of European ancestries (HapMap CEU), 97 of Asian ancestries (HapMap CHB), and 88 of African ancestries (HapMap YRI). The first two components were sufficient to discriminate ethnic origin (Supplementary Fig. 1), and we observed that study participants clustered well with HapMap samples of European ancestries. Details of the analysis are provided in the Supplementary Data.

**Statistical Analyses**

Statistical analysis and quality control were performed with R 3.1.1 software. Raw data (DAT file format) from Infinium HumanMethylation450 BeadChips were imported into R using the minfi package (version 1.12.0 on Bioconductor) (13). We then applied the preprocessing method from GenomeStudio software (Illumina) using the reverse-engineered function provided in the minfi package. Samples were excluded when less than 75% of the markers had detection \( P \) values \(<10^{-16}\). Markers were ruled out when less than 95% of the samples had detection \( P \) values \(<10^{-16}\). According to this strategy, no sample was excluded, and 70,314 of 485,512 markers were excluded. For correction of Infinium HumanMethylation450 BeadChip design, which includes two probe types (type I and type II), a Beta-Mixture Quantile (BMQ) normalization was performed (14). We also checked for outliers using PCA (flashpcaR package, version 1.6-2 on the Comprehensive R Archive Network). At this stage, 416,693 markers and 192 samples were kept for further analysis. We tested the association between methylation level and diabetes status by applying a linear regression adjusted for age, BMI, steatosis (in percentage), presence of NASH, and fibrosis. Results were corrected for multiple testing using a Bonferroni correction \( (P < 10^{-5}) \). The association between DNA methylation and metabolic traits was analyzed using a linear regression model, including normoglycemic samples adjusted for age and BMI. Quality control was performed on the HumanHT-12 v4.0 Whole-Genome DASL HT Assay (Illumina) data, according to the following criterion: probes were kept for further analysis when the detection \( P \) values provided by GenomeStudio software version 3.0 (Illumina) were below 5% for all samples. A PCA was performed to identify samples with extreme transcriptomic profiles.

After the quality control just described, 18,412 probes matching 13,664 genes and 187 samples were kept and analyzed for differential expression between case subjects with T2D and control subjects, using linear regression. Methylation and expression data were tested for correlation. Linear regression analysis was used for testing the association in cis genes within the 500 kb with the CpG methylation site with the T2D status as a covariate. To account for multiple testing, we used 5\% as a threshold for the false discovery rate.

We selected a subgroup of 24 samples among the 192 initial samples, including 12 normoglycemic and 12 case subjects with T2D, to analyze DNA methylation in blood samples from the same donors. The 24 samples were selected based on their expression and methylation profiles using PCA to reduce the heterogeneity.

**Cell Culture**

Immortalized human hepatocytes (IHHs) were obtained from primary human hepatocytes that were transfected with a plasmid carrying the large T antigen SV40 (15). The cells retained features of normal hepatocytes, including albumin secretion, the multidrug resistance P-glycoprotein, active uptake of the bile salt taurocholate, triglyceride-rich lipoproteins, apolipoprotein B (0.6 mg/mL per day), and apolipoprotein A-I secretion (15). IHH cells (maintained at passages 35–45) were cultured in Williams E medium (Invitrogen), containing 11 mmol/L glucose and supplemented with 10% FCS (Eurobio), 100 units/mL penicillin, 100 \( \mu \)g/mL streptomycin, 20 mU/mL insulin (Sigma-Aldrich), and 50 nmol/L dexamethasone (Sigma-Aldrich) (16). For insulin pretreatment, \( 10^{6} \) cells were cultured in six-well plates in DMEM (Invitrogen) with or without 100 nmol/L human insulin (Novo Nordisk) supplemented with 5 mmol/L glucose, 2% FCS, 100 units/mL penicillin, and 100 \( \mu \)g/mL streptomyacin for 24 h. For monitoring insulin signaling, medium was removed and replaced by FCS- and phenol red–free DMEM medium, with or without 200 nmol/L human insulin, for 1 h. Human hepatocytes were isolated from liver lobectomies resected for medical reasons as described (17) in agreement with the ethics procedures and adequate authorization.

RNA sequencing, microarray mRNA expression analysis, quantitative (q)RT-PCR, Western blotting, chemicals, ELISA, glycogen measurement, global serine/threonine kinases activity, DNA/RNA preparation, Oil Red O staining, cell proliferation, apoptosis, and intermediate metabolic traits. See the Supplementary Experimental Procedure in the Supplementary Data.

**RESULTS**

**Liver Epigenetic Modification in T2D**

The liver DNA methylome was assessed in 96 age- and BMI-matched obese women with T2D and 96 obese women with normal glucose levels (Supplementary Table 1). Although we initially identified 381 differentially methylated regions (DMRs) in the liver from obese patients with T2D compared with obese patients with normal glucose (Supplementary Fig. 2), we only observed one genome-wide significant DMR (cg14496282 within PDGFA) in obese patients with T2D after adjusting for liver steatosis and NASH, in an attempt to control for confounding effects (Supplementary Table 1). The methylation at cg14496282 was associated with decreased T2D risk \( (\beta = -15.6\%; P = 2.5 \times 10^{-8}) \).
(Fig. 1A and B). The average DNA methylation at cg14496282 was 41.3% in patients with T2D and 60.3% in control subjects, which corresponds to a 1.46-fold decrease in the methylation level of the CpG site. We used mathematical deconvolution analysis (18) to check the methylation at this CpG site for possible confounding effects due to differences in cell composition, and we still observed consistent effects for T2D risk ($\beta = -14.9\%$; $P = 6.9 \times 10^{-5}$). We replicated this association in the liver from 12 case subjects with T2D and 53 German control subjects (10) and found that T2D risk was associated with decreased methylation level at the cg14496282 site ($\beta = -14.0\%$; $P = 0.01$) (Supplementary Table 2). A decreased methylation level in another CpG site within PDGFA has been found in the liver from obese men with T2D compared with nonobese control subjects from another cohort (3), supporting that PDGFA is a target for epigenetic modification in response to obesity-associated diabetes.

We next investigated whether the T2D-associated PDGFA cg14496282 hypomethylation was specific to the liver. We assessed the blood DNA methyolme from 12 obese case subjects with T2D and 12 obese control subjects with normal glucose presenting with extreme liver methylation levels at cg14496282. We found a significant correlation between methylation levels in blood and liver ($r = 0.66$; $P = 6.61 \times 10^{-4}$) and a slightly reduced methylation at the cg14496282 site ($\beta = -1.4\%$; $P = 0.01$) in the blood of subjects with T2D compared with control subjects. We also compared DNA methylation at cg14496282 in 43 liver and skeletal muscle samples from 192 participants who were randomly selected from the ABOS cohort, but we did not find any significant correlation ($P > 0.05$).

In the 192 obese liver samples, we next investigated cis-located genes (within 500 kb around cg14496282) that were differentially expressed between case subjects with T2D and control subjects and which mRNA expression correlated with DNA methylation at the PDGFA cg14496282 site. Using a false discovery rate threshold of 5% for differential expression analysis and methylation-expression correlation analysis, we identified that the methylation at cg14496282 is negatively associated with the expression of PDGFA in case subjects with T2D and control subjects with normal glucose ($P < 0.007$) (Table 1). Reduced Liver PDGFA Expression Is Associated With Lower Hepatic Fibrosis Risk

In subjects with T2D and in normoglycemic control subjects, we found that PDGFA cg14496282 methylation was significantly associated with decreased NASH risk ($P < 0.05$) (Table 1), whereas PDGFA expression in the liver

---

**Figure 1**—A: Quantile-quantile plot shows the residual inflation of test statistics before and after genomic-control correction. B: Manhattan plot centered on PDGFA cg14496282 methylation site shows the association signal within PDGFA bounds. C and D: Hepatic Pdgfa expression in 6-week-old male B6 mice that were diet-induced obese (DIO) responder (Resp, $n = 12$) and DIO nonresponder (nResp, $n = 10$) (C) and in BXD mice ($n = 45$) fed a chow diet (CD) or a high-fat diet (HFD) for 21 weeks (D). ***$P < 0.0001$ by unpaired t test with Welch correction.
was associated with increased NASH risk ($P < 0.01$) (Table 1). Furthermore, in patients with T2D, *PDGFA* cg14496282 methylation was significantly associated with decreased hepatic fibrosis, decreased alanine aminotransferase levels, and decreased aspartate aminotransferase levels ($P < 0.05$) (Table 1), whereas *PDGFA* expression in the liver was associated with increased hepatic fibrosis and increased liver enzyme levels ($P < 0.01$) (Table 1). These results were in line with previous studies that showed that *PDGFA* cg14496282 hypomethylation is associated with increased *PDGFA* liver expression in advanced versus mild human NAFLD (19,20). *PDGFA* encodes a dimer disulfide-linked polypeptide (PDGF-AA) that plays a crucial role in organogenesis and cirrhotic liver regeneration (21, 22). Overexpression of PDGF-AA in mouse liver causes spontaneous liver fibrosis (8). Moreover, activation of PDGF receptor signaling stimulates hepatic stellate cells and thereby promotes liver fibrosis (23–25).

**Increased Liver PDGFA Expression Is Associated With Hyperinsulinemia and Insulin Resistance**

In obese subjects with normal glucose levels, we next found that *PDGFA* cg14496282 methylation is significantly associated with decreased fasting serum insulin levels and decreased insulin resistance as modeled by the HOMA index HOMA2-insulin resistance ($\beta = -1.45 \times 10^{-3}$, $P = 2.32 \times 10^{-3}$, and $\beta = -0.10$, $P = 4.93 \times 10^{-3}$, respectively) (Table 1). In contrast, *PDGFA* liver expression was significantly associated with increased fasting serum insulin levels and increased insulin resistance ($\beta = 6.83 \times 10^{-3}$, $P = 9.49 \times 10^{-3}$, and $\beta = 0.53$, $P = 7.47 \times 10^{-3}$, respectively) (Table 1).

We next calculated a genetic risk score (GRS) as the sum of alleles increasing fasting insulin levels over 19 GWAS-identified SNPs (26) and found that this GRS is associated with decreased DNA methylation at cg14496282 ($\beta = -1.05\%$ per allele; $P = 4 \times 10^{-3}$) (Supplementary Table 3). This association remained significant when we analyzed case subjects with T2D and control subjects separately (and then meta-analyzed) or when we adjusted for BMI, HDL cholesterol, or triglycerides; these traits having a genetic overlap with fasting insulin (26). These results strongly suggested that hyperinsulinemia (and associated insulin resistance) contributes to decreased DNA methylation of *PDGFA* cg14496282 and, consequently, to the increase in the *PDGFA* expression. In contrast, the GRS including 24 SNPs associated with fasting glucose, the GRS including 65 SNPs associated with T2D, and the GRS including 97 SNPs associated with BMI, were not associated with cg14496282 methylation (Supplementary Table 3). These results suggest that hyperglycemia and obesity per se are not involved in the modulation of *PDGFA* methylation and expression.

The in vivo association between liver *PDGFA* overexpression and insulin resistance was supported by the data obtained from different mice models of insulin resistance associated with obesity. In the liver from C57BL/6J (B6) mice that are susceptible to diet-induced obesity (27), we found that *Pdgfa* expression is increased by 46% compared with control mice (i.e., that do not respond to a high-fat diet) (Fig. 1C). Similarly, we found that liver *Pdgfa* expression is increased in insulin-resistant BXD mice fed a high-fat

### Table 1—Association of liver methylation levels of cg14496282 and liver *PDGFA* gene expression with multiple quantitative and binary traits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traits (unit)</th>
<th>cg14496282 methylation (%)</th>
<th><em>PDGFA</em> expression (unitless)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control subjects</td>
<td>Case subjects with T2D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cg14496282 methylation (%)</td>
<td>−0.0548 (6.27 × 10⁻³)</td>
<td>−0.0338 (4.94 × 10⁻³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>PDGFA</em> expression (scaled SD)</td>
<td>−0.0112 (0.79)</td>
<td>0.292 (0.196)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting glucose (mmol/L)</td>
<td>−1.45 × 10⁻³ (2.32 × 10⁻³)</td>
<td>6.83 × 10⁻³ (6.49 × 10⁻³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMA2-β (unitless - log)</td>
<td>−0.169 (2.92 × 10⁻³)</td>
<td>0.626 (0.038)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMA2-IR (unitless - log)</td>
<td>−0.104 (4.93 × 10⁻³)</td>
<td>0.528 (7.47 × 10⁻³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUICKI (unitless)</td>
<td>1.66 (0.01)</td>
<td>−9.192 (9.78 × 10⁻³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steatosis (%)</td>
<td>−2.15 × 10⁻³ (0.01)</td>
<td>−4.34 × 10⁻⁴ (0.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASH (yes/no)</td>
<td>−0.17 (0.04)</td>
<td>−0.072 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatic fibrosis (yes/no)</td>
<td>−0.07 (0.09)</td>
<td>−0.051 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aminotransferase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alanine (IU/L)</td>
<td>−1.44 × 10⁻⁴ (0.89)</td>
<td>−1.34 × 10⁻³ (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspartate (IU/L)</td>
<td>−4.72 × 10⁻³ (0.06)</td>
<td>−1.76 × 10⁻³ (0.04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HOMA2-β, updated HOMA model of β-cell function; HOMA2-IR, updated HOMA model of insulin resistance; QUICKI, quantitative insulin-sensitivity check index. Methylation levels at cg14496282 and *PDGFA* gene expression are the endogenous variable in all linear regressions used to measure associations. Bold values are statistically significant.
diet for 21 weeks compared with control mice (Fig. 1D). However, the cg14496282 CpG site is not conserved in mice (28), suggesting that different epigenetic mechanisms rely on the rise of Pdgfa/PDGFA in insulin-resistant hepatocytes in mice and humans.

**Increased PDGFA Expression and Secretion From Insulin-Resistant Human Hepatocytes**

The association of increased liver PDGFA expression with systemic insulin resistance in obese subjects suggests that PDGFA overexpression plays a role in liver insulin resistance and thereby in T2D development. Chronic hyperinsulinemia indeed induces liver insulin resistance (29), and PDGFA has an autocrine function on hepatocytes (21). In this context, the exposure of mouse embryo cells to PDGF-AA inhibits insulin signaling (30). We therefore hypothesized that the obesity-associated increased PDGFA expression contributes to mediate the deleterious effects of chronic hyperinsulinemia on hepatic insulin resistance. To assess this hypothesis, we established an in vitro model of insulin-resistant human hepatocytes caused by hyperinsulinemia. To do so, we used the IHHs. IHH cells are indeed equipped with the functional machinery for glucose metabolism (16) and secrete PDGF-AA homodimer at comparable levels with primary human hepatocytes (Fig. 2A). Exposure of IHH cells to insulin for 16 or 24 h hampered insulin-induced phosphorylation of AKT serine/threonine kinase at residue serine 473 (Fig. 2B). In line with the pivotal role of AKT activation in glycogen synthesis (31), we found reduced insulin-induced glycogen production in IHH cells exposed to insulin for 16 h and 24 h (Fig. 2C). The defective insulin signaling by insulin was accompanied by a rise in PDGFA mRNA and in abundance and secretion of the encoded protein PDGF-AA homodimer from IHH cells (Fig. 2D–F). In addition, the insulin-induced increase in PDGFA expression was associated with the reduced cg14496282 CpG methylation level in IHH cells (Fig. 2G), suggesting that insulin resistance induced by hyperinsulinemia accounts for the rise of PDGFA in hepatocytes of obese individuals with diabetes. Because these results may be cell-line dependent, we measured AKT phosphorylation in liver hepatocellular HepG2 cells exposed to insulin for 24 h and retrieved similar results (Fig. 2H). In HepG2 cells, the expression of PDGFA was also significantly increased after long-term insulin incubation (Fig. 2I). On one hand, the increase in PDGFA mRNA seemed specific to insulin exposure because insulin treatment did not modify cell proliferation (Supplementary Fig. 3) or intracellular neutral lipid levels (Supplementary Fig. 4). On the other hand, palmitate exposure did not change PDGFA expression in IHH cells (Supplementary Fig. 4).

**PDGFA-AA Contributes to Insulin Resistance Induced by Insulin**

Our data suggest that PDGFA-AA secretion in the liver of obese individuals with T2D is induced by hyperinsulinemia and not the excess of fatty acids influx. We then hypothesized that PDGFA-AA directly causes insulin resistance in human hepatocytes. In line with this hypothesis, we found that the culture of IHH cells with a human PDGF-AA recombinant inhibits insulin-induced AKT activation (Fig. 3A). In contrast, the incubation of IHH cells with anti-PDGF-AA-blocking antibodies reversed the deleterious effect of long-term insulin exposure on AKT phosphorylation (Fig. 3B). We then investigated the mechanism whereby PDGF-AA inhibits AKT activation. Human hepatocytes express PDGF receptors (PDGFR), including PDGFRα and PDGFRβ, which both bind PDGF-AA (8). We used the PDGFR inhibitor Ki11502 to test the role of PDGFR signaling (32). Pretreatment of IHH cells with Ki11502 efficiently antagonized the negative effect of insulin on AKT phosphorylation, mimicking results obtained with antibodies blocking PDGF-AA (Fig. 3C). PDGFR blockade by Ki11502 increased the ability of insulin to stimulate glycogen synthesis (Fig. 3D).

To further dissect the signaling pathways by which both insulin and PDGFA-AA impair AKT and insulin action, we performed a global measurement of serine/threonine protein kinases (STKs) using STK PamGene arrays consisting of 140 immobilized serine/threonine-containing peptides that are targets of most known kinases (33). We looked for differential STK activity between control and IHH cells cultured with insulin for 24 h. Peptides with phosphorylation that varied significantly between the two conditions were indicative of differential specific STK activities. This unbiased kinase analyses underscored significant differences in activities of protein kinase C (PKC) θ and PKCε (Fig. 4A). The activation of these two PKCs hampers insulin signaling in response to chronic hyperlipidemia (34–36). These two kinases are also known to phosphorylate the insulin receptor substrate 1 (IRS1) and the insulin receptor (INSR) on serine residues, which impairs the association of INSR with IRS proteins and leads to the blockade of AKT activation and of the downstream signaling pathways (35,36). We therefore treated IHH cells with phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA), a potent activator of PKCs, and retrieved AKT inhibition (Supplementary Fig. 5). PKCθ and PKCε activities are linked to their phosphorylation at serine 676 and serine 729, respectively (37,38). In IHH cells cultured with insulin for 16 h or 24 h, we found a striking phosphorylation of the two PKCs, which coincided with the decreased AKT phosphorylation (Fig. 4B). The effect of insulin on the phosphorylation of the two kinases is likely to rely on PDGFA-AA, because the PKCθ and PKCε were directly activated by PDGFA-AA (Fig. 4C). Activation of PKCε decreases INSR abundance (34). In line with this result, we found in IHH cells cultured with insulin and PDGFA-AA that an impaired INSR content is closely linked to reduced INSR tyrosine phosphorylation at residue Y972 (Fig. 4D). In addition, the PKCε-mediated T1376 phosphorylation, which inactivates the INSR, was increased in response to insulin or PDGFA-AA (Fig. 4E).

To gain further insights into the intracellular mechanism through which PDGFA-AA alters insulin signaling
in hepatocytes, we performed RNA sequencing of IHH cells treated or not with insulin for 24 h. We found a profound dysregulation of expression of genes involved in carbohydrate metabolism, inflammatory, and insulin-signaling pathways in response to insulin. Indeed, when we grew a network based on PDGFA through Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA), we found a significant increase in the expression of genes of the vascular endothelial growth factor and PDGF families, including as expected PDGFA (log2 fold change = 0.80; \( P = 1.1 \times 10^{-11} \)) (Supplementary Fig. 6 and Supplementary Table 5). Subsequently, we analyzed the diseases and/or functions highlighted by the insulin-evoked deregulated expressed genes in IHH cells. Among the significant outputs, we found a network related to the metabolism of carbohydrates that includes PDGFA (\( P = 1.2 \times 10^{-6} \)) (Supplementary Fig. 7 and Supplementary Table 5). We also identified in IHH cells cultured with insulin for 24 h a decrease in the expression of the IRS1 gene (Fig. 5A, Supplementary Fig. 6, and Supplementary Table 6). The decreased IRS1 expression by insulin was confirmed by Western blotting (Fig. 5B) and mimicked by PDGF-AA (Fig. 5C). Silencing of IRS1 expression using small interfering (si)RNAs confirmed that the IRS1 abundance is critical for AKT activation in IHH cells in response to insulin (Fig. 5D). A defective IRS1 level can therefore account for the impaired insulin signaling caused by PDGF-AA in insulin-resistant hepatocytes. The decrease of IRS1 mRNA and protein level is mediated by PKC activity since its inhibition by sotrastaurin, a PKC \( \theta \) and PKC \( \epsilon \) inhibitor (39), prevented the reduction of IRS1 caused by hyperinsulinemia (Fig. 5E and F), and in...
We found that culture of IHH cells with PDGF-AA stimulated PDGFA expression (Fig. 6A) and PDGFA-AA secretion (Supplementary Fig. 6). The effect of PDGF-AA on its expression was mediated by PDGFR because the PDGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor ki11502 prevented the rise of PDGFA mRNA of cells exposed to insulin or to human PDGF-AA (Fig. 6A and B). The overexpression of PDGFA by PDGFA-AA may require PKC activation because the PMA mimicked both insulin and PDGFA-AA effects on the PDGFA mRNA (Fig. 6D), and inversely, the inhibitor sotrastaurin, alleviated the rise of PDGFA (Fig. 6E). Altogether, hyperinsulinemia-induced PDGFA- AA likely aggravates its overexpression in T2D and its consequences (Fig. 7). Metformin, the most prescribed T2D drug, inhibits PKCε (41) and has been specifically proposed for patients with diabetes with NAFLD and hepatocarcinoma (HCC) (42). Furthermore, metformin reduces HCC incidence in patients with diabetes in a dose-dependent manner (43). We found that metformin also efficiently abolished the expression of insulin-induced PDGFA mRNA (Supplementary Fig. 8A), protein content (Supplementary Fig. 8B), and secretion (Supplementary Fig. 8C). Thus, a part of the effects of metformin on insulin sensitivity may be mediated by the reduction of PDGFA overexpression in hepatocytes.

**DISCUSSION**

GWAS have only identified so far few genes involved in NAFLD (44), and the contribution of epigenetics to T2D liver dysfunction is still elusive. Although we initially identified 381 DMRs in the liver from obese patients with T2D compared with normal glucose obese patients, we only observed one genome-wide significant DMR (cg14496282 within PDGFA), associated with the increase of PDGFA expression in cis, in obese patients with T2D after adjusting for possible confounding effects of liver steatosis and NASH. The cg14496282 might be instrumental in the functional impairment of the liver in obesity-associated T2D. Notably, we found that liver PDGFA cg14496282 hypomethylation and concomitant rise in liver PDGFA expression were also associated with systemic insulin resistance in obese patients without diabetes but not with their glucose values. Elevated PDGFA expression was also reported in biliary atresia (45) and is a diagnostic and prognostic biomarker of cholangiocarcinoma, a liver cancer associated with severe insulin resistance (but paradoxically not with obesity) (32,46).

Thus, PDGFA seems to be a liver marker of insulin resistance and of chronic hyperinsulinemia. Furthermore, the genetic data from our analysis of GRS related to insulin resistance suggest a causative effect of plasma insulin levels on the methylation level, hepatic expression, and secretion of this growth factor. The elevated PDGFA expression in human liver from obese subjects can therefore be directly due to their severe hyperinsulinemia.

**PDGFA** encodes a dimer disulfide-linked polypeptide (PDGFA-AA) that plays a crucial role in organogenesis (21). The activation of PDGFA-AA receptor signaling is involved
in cirrhotic liver regeneration (22), and the chronic elevation of PDGF-AA in mouse liver induces fibrosis (8). High PDGF-AA levels contribute to hepatic fibrogenesis by activating hepatic stellate cells in mice (23–25). The association of increased PDGFA expression with liver steatosis and fibrosis observed in our study and in others supports a similar fibrogenic role in the human liver (19,20), in which chronic hyperinsulinemia might be instrumental (47). Thus, the PDGF-AA secreted by

Figure 4—A: Volcano plot shows differences in putative serine/threonine kinase activities between control and insulin-treated IHH cells for 24 h. Specific and positive kinase statistics (in red) show higher activity in IHHs cultured with insulin compared with control samples. Effects of insulin (B) and PDGF-AA (C) on the phosphorylation (p-) of PKCo and PKCc. IHH cells were cultured with insulin for the indicated times or PDGF-AA (for 24 h). p-PKCo (Ser 676) and p-PKCc (Ser 729) were measured by Western blotting and normalized against total PKCo and PKCc. D: Effect of insulin and PDGF-AA on the tyrosine phosphorylation of INSR (p-IR [Y972]), threonine phosphorylation of INSR (p-IR [T1376]), INSR abundance (IR), and α-tubulin. Western blotting experiments were achieved from total proteins of IHH cells cultured with 100 nmol/L insulin or 100 ng/mL PDGF-AA for 24 h. p-INSR was done by stimulating IHH cells with insulin for 1 h. The result of a representative experiment of three is shown. Ctl, control.

Figure 5—Effect of insulin on IRS1 mRNA level (A) and protein (B). The IRS1 mRNA level and IRS1 abundance was quantified by qRT-PCR and Western blotting in IHH cells cultured with 100 nmol/L insulin for 24 h. The IRS1 mRNA was normalized against RPLP0. The expression levels from untreated control (Ctl) cells were set to 100%. Data are the mean ± SEM. **P < 0.01. C: Effect of PDGF-AA on the IRS1 content. IHH cells were cultured with PDGF-AA at the indicated concentrations for 24 h. Results of a representative experiment of three are shown. D: Effect of siRNAs against IRS1 on insulin-induced AKT activation. Duplexes of siRNAs were transfected in IHH cells for 48 h. Thereafter, phosphorylation of AKT (p-AKT) on the serine 473 was induced with insulin for 1 h. Results a representative experiment of three are shown. E: Effect of the PKC inhibitor sotrastaurin PKC (E and F) and PMA PKC activator (G and H) on the expression of IRS1 mRNA and protein. PDGFA mRNA was quantified in IHH cells cultured with sotrastaurin at the indicated concentration in the presence of 100 nmol/L insulin for 24 h or PMA for the indicated times. The IRS1 mRNA was normalized against RPLP0. The expression levels from untreated cells were set to 100%. Data are the mean ± SEM of three independent experiments made in triplicates. ***P < 0.0001.
the liver in response to chronic hyperinsulinemia possibly contributes, alone and/or in combination with any of the 380 epigenetically modified genes, to liver steatosis and fibrogenesis in obese people with diabetes.

We also believe that PDGF-AA may contribute to the inhibitory effect of chronic hyperinsulinemia on hepatocyte insulin signaling via a feedback autocrine loop (Fig. 6F). PDGF-AA stimulates its own expression via the activation of PKC. This vicious cycle perpetuates a high PDGF-AA level and thereby continuous insulin resistance. Further studies will determine whether hyperinsulinemia per se and/or accumulation of secreted PDGF-AA initiate the induction of PDGFA. Our data further suggested that the negative effect of PDGF-AA on insulin signaling is the consequence of the decrease of IRS1 and INSR, and PKC activation, including PKCO and PKCr. These two kinases are known to phosphorylate IRS-1 and the insulin receptor on serine residues, which impairs the association of the insulin receptor with IRS proteins and leads to the blockade of AKT activation and of the downstream signaling (35,36).

Our findings may have a major interest for the treatment of T2D and of its hepatic complications. We showed that metformin, the most widely prescribed oral insulin sensitizer agent, prevented the PDGF-AA insulin-induced vicious circle. Metformin has been specifically proposed for patients with diabetes with NAFLD and HCC (42). Metformin reduces the risk of HCC incidence in patients with diabetes in a dose-dependent manner (43). Metformin may thus improve liver insulin sensitivity at least partly through PDGF-AA liver blockade, explaining its long-term effect.

**Figure 6**—Effect of ki11502 PDGFR inhibitor on the PDGFA expression in response to PDGF-AA (A) and insulin (B). Ctl, control. IHH cells were cultured for 24 h with 100 ng/mL PDGF-AA or 100 nmol/L insulin in the presence or absence of 5 μmol/L ki11502 for 24 h. Effect of PKC activator PMA (C) and the PKC inhibitor sotrastaurin (D and E) on the expression of PDGFA mRNA induced by insulin (D) or PDGFA- AA (E). PDGFA mRNA was quantified by qRT-PCR in IHH cells cultured with PMA for the indicated times, 100 nmol/L insulin, or 100 ng/mL PDGF-AA in the presence of 1 μmol/L sotrastaurin or at the indicated concentration for 24 h. PDGFA mRNA was normalized against RPLP0. The expression levels from untreated cells were set to 100%. Data are the mean ± SEM of three independent experiments made in triplicates. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.0001.
against HCC. Besides liver insulin sensitizers, blocking PDGF-AA activity may be a promising alternative to anti-diabetic therapeutics. The antitumor PDGFR inhibitor imatinib demonstrated unexpected (and unexplained until now) improvement of insulin sensitivity in insulin-resistant rats (48) as well as a dramatic blood glucose–lowering effect in subjects with diabetes treated for leukemia (49,50).

Our study also suggests that human epigenome analysis, when directly performed in disease-affected tissues, is an efficient tool to make progress in the pathogenesis of common diseases. Furthermore, it opens avenues in the identification of new drug targets to combat T2D and complications linked to insulin resistance, including NAFLD and cancer.
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